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Abstract. This paper analyses potential legal responses and consequences to the
anticipated roll out of Trusted Computing (TC). It is argued that TC constitutes
such a dramatic shift in power away from users to the software providers, that it
is necessary for the legal system to respond. A possible response is to mirror the
shift in power by a shift in legal responsibility, creating new legal liabilities and
duties for software companies as the new guardians of internet security.

1 Introduction

Trusted Computing (TC), a project commenced by an industry organization known as
the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), was set up to achieve higher levels of security
for the information technology infrastructure. It was driven by the recognition that it is
insufficient to rely on users taking the necessary precautions, such as regularly updated
firewalls and anti-virus systems themselves. The notion of ’trust’ as used in this paper
is not the sociological concept, but was taken from the field of trusted systems, that is
systems that can be relied upon to perform certain security policies. Nonetheless, the
outcome ultimately would be to allow the user to ”blindly trust” his computer again,
without a constant need for self-monitoring. Prevention of Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks, the performance of access control and monitoring and the achievement of scal-
ability are just some of the numerous technical challenges that the current distributed
systems need to overcome. A trusted environment must fulfil three basic conditions:
protected capabilities; integrity measurement and integrity reporting, all creating and
ensuring platform trust [4].

TCG is an alliance of promoters like AMD, Hewlett-Packard (HP), IBM, Intel Cor-
poration, Microsoft, Sun Microsystems Incorporation and of contributors like Nokia,
Fujitsu-Siemens Computers, Philips, Vodafone and many more. The project was tar-
geted to allow the computer user to trust his own computer and for ”others” to trust that
specific computer [15]. In a more intuitive way, as Ross Anderson [2] noted,

TC provides a computing platform on which you cannot tamper with the appli-
cation software, and where these applications can communicate securely with
their authors and with each other.
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A preliminary literature survey suggests that while computer scientists seem primarily
concerned with the technical feasibility of implementing TC, legal academics have tended
to concentrate on content control and privacy issues [1,2,3,5,6,9,11,16,17,19,20,25,27].
Neither group appears to be overly concerned with an analysis of the implications of the
imposition of legal liability for failure within such a system, or potential responsibility for
wider social and legal concerns to which they may give rise. If greater legal responsibility
is placed upon hardware/software providers, this may have a significant impact upon the
speed and scope of system roll-out, and may leave the system vulnerable to threats from
market pressures. This paper will analyse how law and regulatory responses to TC can
on the one hand address some of the widespread public concern about the technology,
while on the other hand can create both incentives and disincentives for TC developers to
take a greater share of the burden to secure the information infrastructure from malicious
attacks.

2 The TC Environment: Protecting the IT Infrastructure

Attacks on computing infrastructure safety is an increasingly safety critical matter, as a
large and vital number of system procedures depend on it. The weak spot in the defence
against DoS attacks - an obvious technical challenge - is unsophisticated customers
who forget updating their software. As software providers can increasingly take on this
task on behalf of the end-user, there is increased pressure on big software companies
to take on more of the responsibility for internet safety [8]. Consequently, software
and hardware industries try to find ways to create more secure systems - like TC. The
importance of the security of the information infrastructure has, belatedly, also been
recognised by governments worldwide. In the UK, the House of Lords Select Commit-
tee on Science and Technology submitted in 2007 a comprehensive report on personal
internet security [13], which identified not only a long list of current dangers, but also
the key stakeholders and their respective responsibility for internet security. They con-
clude that:

The current emphasis of Government and policy-makers upon end-user respon-
sibility for security bears little relation either to the capabilities of many indi-
viduals or to the changing nature of the technology and the risk. It is time for
Government to develop a more holistic understanding of the distributed respon-
sibility for personal Internet security. This may well require reduced adherence
to the ”end-to-end principle”, in such a way as to reflect the reality of the mass
market in Internet services.

However, in its 2007 report, the House of Lords did not ask for a change in the
attribution of legal liability to software vendors. In its follow-up report in 2008 [12],
a much more aggressive stance towards the role of vendor liability was taken, and the
Government was urged to raise the potential for substantive changes in the legal liability
of software vendors for the safety of the internet both in the EU and internationally. With
similar considerations also taking place elsewhere, the solution promoted by the TC
community can also be seen as an attempt to pre-empt potential legislative imposition
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of liability - if industry is seen playing its part, governments may be more reluctant to
impose new statutory burdens1.

This paper proposes a new look at the interaction between internet security, trusted
computing and legal liability. It is argued that even if technical solutions to internet
security will decrease the pressure on governments to introduce new liability legislation,
the shift of power and control away from the user to software providers will also change
the legal landscape of liability and the attribution of legal responsibility, with or without
new legislative initiatives.

TC is often seen as a threat to privacy, understood in its more common meaning as
a political concept. It gives multinational companies access to information we would
prefer to keep private. But following the analysis of reliance liability by Collins [7], it
is argued that TC is intimately linked to a rather different understanding of privacy, one
that software companies may well want to preserve. Privacy in the field of contract law
is linked to, but different from, the political concept of privacy. Classical contract law
embodied a notion of ’privacy’ (or privity) of contract2. This concept restricted heav-
ily possible liabilities arising from contractual relations to the parties of the contract.
More specifically, it meant two related things: - one that a contract is private between
parties and the other that the individual does not owe legal obligations to associates.
However, modern contract law recognises increasingly systematic exceptions to this
principle. In particular, as Collins notes, ’reliance liability’ has increasingly been ac-
cepted as a conceptual foundation of both tort and contract law. In practical terms, this
means that liability can be imposed between persons outside a contractual nexus if one
of them relied reasonably on the performance of the other party. A typical example is
the possible legal recognition of the interests of an employer who hired a person on rec-
ommendation of a third party. While there is no contractual relation between employer
and recommender, legal systems are increasingly willing to conceptualise this relation
as quasi-contractual and protect through the imposition of liability the reasonable ex-
pectation or reliance of the employer in the correctness of the recommendation. We
will examine whether TC’s services can be understood in analogy to such a recommen-
dation, whether as a result reliance liability should ensue, if TC promoters are aware
of this possibility and whether they tend to take any action about the liability issue in
general.

While delictual (reliance) liability is a paradigmatic example of the rebalancing be-
tween power and responsibility discussed in this paper, there are other possibilities on
the horizon that are just as troublesome: at present, enforcement of internet law, both
private and criminal, rest on the ability to create reliable and authentic (digital) evi-
dence. The ”Trojan defence”, a claim that a third party had access to a suspect’s ma-
chine, is a notable threat to this precondition of enforceable internet law. However, TC
would grant a much larger number of people remotely accessing people’s computers,
potentially invalidating any evidence secured from the machine. Can the state impose
the right type of standards on the TC providers, and enforce compliance, to counter this

1 Parallel developments to this strategy can be found elsewhere, e.g. in the response of gun
manufacturers to the thread of state imposed liability for misuse of guns by unauthorised users,
by exploring the use of biometric devices that make this type of misuse impossible.

2 For a comparative analysis see [23].
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threat? Will on the substantive law side the fact that TC providers routinely gather data
about illicit activities on customer’s computers carry also a legal obligation to act on
this knowledge?

3 The TC Controversy

The proponents of TC suggest that TC promises to provide four crucial advantages:
reliability, security, privacy and business integrity. Together these guarantee a system
that will be available when in need, that will resist any attack once protecting the sys-
tem itself and the data, that will give the demanded privacy to the user and finally that
provides to businesses the ability to interact effectively with their customers. Also, TC
could provide protection from viruses due to the fact that a check will be applied to all
files trying to ”enter” the system. New applications will be structured to achieve protec-
tion while this means that TC could be used to restrict access to everything from music
files to pornography to writings that criticize political leaders. As our last, and for the
time being fictitious, example shows, this approach is not without controversy. Content-
owning businesses may wish to prevent end-users from doing particular things with files
e.g. ripping copyright music files; and employers may wish to control employees’ abil-
ity to access and/or distribute information across corporate networks, and so support
this functionality. However, individuals are likely to have significant concerns about the
effect of such technical solutions on their rights for privacy and freedom of speech. This
may well lead possible buyers to refuse the purchase of TC systems [2].

There is also a significant risk in such a scenario of the promotion of anti-competitive
behavior. The personal computing market already faces competitive failures caused by
the domination of ”Wintel”; adding TC, where ’non-trusted’ computers and applica-
tions can be frozen out, and unauthorized files can be barred or deleted, without signif-
icant safeguards, may only make things worse [10,22].

Given the foregoing, it is unsurprising that TC has given rise to a number of con-
troversies between its proponents and opponents. This is due to the fact that the aim
of TCG will provide more trustworthiness from the point of view of software vendors
and the content industry, but there is a real danger that it will be perceived as less trust-
worthy by the users, despite an objective increase in security. There are two reasons
for this. First, because of the perception of constant surveillance by software providers,
that generates a persistent feeling of exposure. Second, because research into risk and
risk perception shows that risks are perceived comparatively more serious when people
do not feel in control. Even though statistically speaking air travel is more secure than
driving a car, the lack of control that an air passenger experiences increases also the per-
ception of being at risk. Similarly, TC requires the user to trust a third party, a ”pilot”.
Consequently opponents say that cryptographic systems do not offer enough security
for the computer and thus for the user, but instead provide vendors and technology com-
panies with the freedom to make ”decisions about data and application that typically
have been left to users” [26]. Proponents state that the implementation and application
of technologies that provide TC will increase users’ trust in their ability to protect their
systems from malicious code and guard their data from theft.

Some harsh critics have emerged, who will not be easily won over. Richard Stallman,
founder of the Free Software Foundation and creator of the well-known GPL open
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source license, is one such opponent to TC. He declares that ”treacherous computing”,
as he brands TC, will allow content providers, together with computer companies to
make the computers obey them, instead of the users. In other words, the ”computer will
stop functioning as a general-purpose computer” and ”every operation may require
explicit permission” [24]. Even when one does not buy this specific conspiracy theory,
it does bring one of the problems with TC to the point: it signifies a dramatic shift in
power away from the user towards the software providers, a shift to which the law ought
to react by also shifting liability and more general legal responsibility.

Table 1. Brief overview of the TC controversy

Proponents Opponents

TC will provide: Concerns on:

• reliability
• security
• privacy
• business integrity
• protection
• more trustworthiness
• increment of user’s trust for protection

• invasion of privacy
• breach of security
• freedom of speech
• non-trusted applications can be frozen out

and unauthorized files can be remotely
deleted

• less trustworthiness due to:

– constant surveillance by TC providers
– lack of user control

• user restrictions
• loss of anonymity
• mandatory use of TC technology to grant

communication

4 Critisism of TC

A number of problems will arise from the adoption of TC technology. The foremost
problems as stated by the opponents of TC are that sharing of content will be much
more difficult due to the fact that TC will be used for what they term ”Digital Restric-
tions Management”, so that videos, music and other multimedia can be played only on
a specified computer. Secondly, Digital Rights Management (DRM) will be used for
email and documents, leading to documents and emails that will disappear, or will not
be readable on certain computers. Restrictions in downloading and installing all types
of software unless permitted by the TC technology may also cause problems. Critics
also suggest that TC might threaten Open Source Software (OSS) development, as both
OSS operating systems and applications may fail to be recognized as trustworthy by TC
systems, which will then refuse to run them. In addition, programs that use TC when
installed will be able to continually download new authorization rules through the In-
ternet and impose those rules automatically. In such circumstances it is claimed, that
computers may apply the new instructions downloaded, without notification, to such a
degree that a user will no longer be able to fully interact with their computer [2,24].
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It is almost inevitable that TC will cause problems of incompatibility with legacy
systems, both hardware and software. As a result, users (home or business) may find
themselves at risk of ”forced upgrades” and lost data from old applications e.g. applica-
tions whose serial numbers have been removed from support schedules or blacklisted.
For businesses the impact will also be on the economical area. The cost of any swap-
ping between products plus the cost of training the employees for proper use of the new
products will be extravagant [2]. Although this paper does not focus on this aspect of
TC, this clearly has the potential to raise competition law issues - particularly where
existing near-monopoly players such as Microsoft and Intel are involved [22].

Remote Censorship is another ”feature” that TC can provide. Applications that delete
pirated music or other non-authenticated files via remote-control are possible. Ander-
son’s ”traitor tracing” applications that report files that are not authenticated in order
to report the user and then remotely delete the files, are about to be applied in business
models [2].

Interoperation with other products will be achieved only where the vendor wants it to
be applied. Vendors have a very good reason as to why they would want the latter to hap-
pen: because then all buyers will purchase the same product from the same company -
so that they can interoperate with each other - and therefore there will be a network
effect. In such a market, the leading company may choose not to interoperate with other
companies and thus locking all other companies outside this network and all the users
inside it [10].

Opponents of TC have not been unaware of these implications, and some have
claimed that the reason for Intel investing in TC was a ”defensive play” [2]. By in-
creasing market size, enlargement of the company will be achieved. Anderson points
out that”They were determined that the pc will be the hub of the future home network”
and that Microsoft’s motivation was the economic enlargement by the cost created by
switching software to any similar competitive products [2].

As a result of the short overview on the aforementioned issues, it is foreseeable that
power is taken away from the user - i.e. user restrictions, loss of anonymity, mandatory
use of the TC technology to grant communication with other networks and personal
computers. Then again, the paper argues that this must be controlled and rebalanced by
increasing the legal liability and responsibility of the TC providers for the favor of the
user.

Summarizing the above-mentioned study concerning the critisim that has emerged from
TC:

• Difficult sharing of content due to DRM
• Documents and email can be remotely deleted or unreadable
• Downloading and installing software restrictions
• Might constist a thread to OSS development
• User interaction problems
• Incompatibility with legacy systems
• High cost for swapping between products and employees’ training
• Competition law
• Remote cencorship
• Interoperation with other products
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5 Law Addressing These Ethical Concerns

TC is characterised by a dramatic shift of power and control away from the human
user to the software itself; power that is ultimately exercised by software providers. The
overall argument we present in this paper, is that with such great powers, great responsi-
bility will have to come (legally regulated). Governments (and citizens) will ultimately
accede to this power shift, and the resulting dangers to values such as personal privacy
and autonomy, only if there is a corresponding increase of responsibility on the side of
the software provider.

5.1 Imposing ’Reliance Liability’

As an example of this rebalancing of power and responsibility, the paper aims to argue
that the nature of TC lends itself to the imposition of reliance liability at some point
in the future. TC becomes a guaranteed seal of approval on which third parties will
increasingly rely. To the extend that TC providers anticipate this development at all, an
insurance based solution seems likely to have the potential to further increase the digital
divide.

We argue that TC has the potential to change radically the way we think about inter-
net governance. It will shift the balance of power totally to commercial entities, more
specifically to the members of the TCG. One argument of the paper is that the legal
analysis of this shift has so far been very limited, and where it took place at all, has
been highly selective. We also argue that the discussion so far has not taken account
of the fact that a power shift of this magnitude will (or should) also result in a shift of
responsibility, and ultimately liability, to the commercial entities. After describing such
a theory of ’legal responsibility in an age of trusted computing’, issues such as DRM
and copyright will have to be revisited.

It is suggested that a possible outcome of greater legal responsibility, created either
through the use of express warranties, or through implied terms imposed by the courts,
is an increase in the cost of TC, as hardware and software producers seek to reduce their
financial exposure via insurance. This in turn raises questions about the cost/benefit of
TC systems to end-users, and whether the use of such systems would further exacerbate
the ’digital divide’ amongst end-users. The uncertainty about ’digital divide’ issues is
increased by the fact that in the literature, different players in the TC environment ap-
pear to have different end-user groups in mind. HP seems to be aiming TC at corporate
users, whilst other companies such as Microsoft, with its Palladium initiative, seems
to have wider aims. Will potential liability play as large, or perhaps a larger part in
determining the viability of TC as copyright and privacy issues?

Liability for faulty software is an area of considerable legal controversy, not least
because it remains unclear in UK law whether software is to be treated as a good, a
service, or something else. The distinction is important because it determines the nature
and scope of liability that can be implied into a contract, and also to some extent what
can be legitimately excluded by contract. TC further complicates the issue because a
failure in such a system may be hardware or software related. Hardware is clearly a
good [3] - if software is deemed to be a service or sui generis in nature, this suggests
that different components of the TC concept might be held to different standards.
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In a TC world, my computer can ”trust” other computers that identify themselves as
”Trusted Computing”, and in turn is trusted by them. If the system fails, two possible
scenarios occur:

1. I behave less conscientiously, relying on the TC protection, and my economic in-
terests are damaged (by downloading e.g. malware). This is primarily a contractual
issue between me and the TC provider. However, a dimension of complexity is
added by the fact that without TC, my computer may not be any longer functional
as an internet enabled device (as other machines will not talk to it). This ”must
have” aspect of TC means that the scope to exclude contractually liability by the
TC provider may well be limited under good faith rules.

2. Someone else, relying on my computer’s certificate, downloads harmful software
from me. Does this third party have any claims against my TC provider, given that
he acted in reasonable reliance on the TC certificate?

It has been suggested in the past that it would be useful to apply pressure to software
vendors to improve software security and to ensure that the software provides the se-
curity it should provide, and that if this is not the case, then purchasers should be able
to sue the software vendors for any kind of harm caused by the use of their products.
However, while the House of Lords report [13] does indeed suggest that this type of
liability can play a role to incentivize software producers to develop more secure ap-
plications, so far there is no attempt made to attribute liability to software producers if
they deliver software that is ”designed unsafe”. TC software would by design be more
secure, but also ”warrant” this security explicitly. Potentially therefore, the law could
create a counterproductive incentive structure: Software that is by design (relatively)
unsafe might avoid liability for damage caused by malicious software, but the compar-
atively more secure TC could be held liable because its security is contractually and
explicitly guaranteed.

Chandler [5] analyses two approaches where the law could intervene in the software
development process to provide the standards that the end-user demands. The first ap-
proach is the use of regulations or laws to overcome market failures (i.e. where the
market fails to put pressure on manufacturers to produce more secure software, such
as in a monopoly situation) by mandating minimum security standards. The second ap-
proach is ”to impose liability for negligently-designed software” [5] an approach that
presents some advantages for example:

software intended for use in conditions where design flaws may lead to sub-
stantial losses may be treated differently from software that does not present
high risks. [5]

Chandler [5] notes that applying a negligence standard to software security might
be a way forward, but specifically warns that taking that path might cause the software
industry to take measures that while improving security could have other, less desirable
implications (loss of consumer freedom and the implications for competition). She also
clarifies (in the context of DDoS attacks) that, currently, purchasers may find it difficult
to sue vendors for liability for damage caused by their product’s failure. Firstly, license
terms disclaiming or limiting liability may affect possible lawsuits. Secondly, users
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may face counterclaims of contributory negligence if they did not maintain properly
their security by patches or virus scanning.

5.2 Imposing the Duty to Preserve Evidence

The literature review indicates that TC providers can identify computer crimes [2,21]
that fall under the UK Computer Misuse Act. This can be easily done through the
tamper-resistant security chip that will be contained in the trusted computing platform.
Trustworthiness verification will be performed from the operating system before exe-
cution from the client [18].

Moreover, Professor Zittrain speaking in images, has stated that the TC:

...will employ digital gatekeepers that act like the bouncers outside a nightclub,
ensuring that only software that looks or behaves a certain way is allowed in.
The result will be more reliable computing – and more control over the machine
by the manufacturer or operating system maker, which essentially gives the
bouncer her guest list. [28]

Given that the TC providers will have the control over the client machine, and will
know about computer crime, this brings up the questions whether they should be re-
sponsible to mention this crime to the authorities and in addition whether they are re-
sponsible to ensure that any data recovered during an investigation of a customer’s TC
are not tarnished. From the above statement of [28] it is clear that the TC providers,
will have the control over the machines, and they will be able to access the machines in
any possible way. This raises a lot of issues, like privacy and the owner’s reference on
”Trojan defense”.

Pleading the ”Trojan defense” has and will continue to be a legal issue, as long as
there is lack in tracking and tracing cyber-attacks as Lipson stated .

The lack of proven techniques for effectively and consistently tracking sophis-
ticated cyber-attacks to their source (and rarely to the individuals or entities
responsible) severely diminishes any deterrent effect. Perpetrators feel free to
act with nearly total anonymity. [14]

This makes things worse, as with the TC platform, the group of people accessing the
PC widens considerably to potentially any individuals within a TC organization that can
legally or maliciously get access to the relevant control interfaces. Thus, the possibility
and the danger for malicious intrusions will be larger and the legal tracking route will
be more complicated.

Conversely, when a TC provider spots illicit software on its customer’s computer,
it might make them under some legal regimes complicit in the crime. From this point
an issue arises; what is the legal obligation of the TC organization? There are in fact,
two possible answers: either the TC provider informs the user and arrange the matter
discreetly and unofficially, or the TC provider can report the illegal material.

6 Conclusions

The security of the communication infrastructure has belatedly gained by governments
the interest that it deserves. In addition to the protection of safety critical infrastructure,
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consumers too need to be confident in internet security to allow digital economies to
flourish. The House of Lords Report rightly criticized the UK government for over-
emphasizing the responsibility of individual computer users. However, its main recom-
mendation is a more prominent role of the state. TC offers an alternative, where security
is not entrusted to the user, nor enforced by state sanctions, but embedded into the very
fabric of the internet.

However, this would entail a dramatic shift of power away from consumers and state
regulatory bodies to the software providers, a shift that has been described as unaccept-
able by many commentators. The argument that has been developed in this paper stated
that such a shift can be justifiable, but only if it is accompanied by an equivalent shift in
legal responsibility. With software providers taking on a role previously deemed to be
the prerogative of the state (i.e. protection of crucial infrastructure), the user-TC relation
needs to come closer to the citizen-state relation. Users will only accept TC as a tech-
nology that in fact infringes their autonomy if they can rely on robust legal safeguards if
things go wrong. Imposing reliance liability is as we argued one well-established legal
mechanism to address this power/responsibility shift that worked well in other fields of
economic activity. But since it makes TC providers liable in tort for the proper func-
tioning of user’s computers also outside the contractual nexus (and hence outside their
control) it may well increase the costs and decrease the incentives for TC development.
Similarly, we argued that other legal duties previously associated with the state, such
as the robust preservation of evidence in criminal proceedings and crime investigation
more generally, may have in parts to be transferred to TC providers. So far, our research
indicates that awareness of these possible developments in the TC community is low.
They need to be raised to ensure that the costs, benefits and dangers can be properly
quantified.
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